History

1. Energy Performance Contract 174 years ago
   a. 3 month survey – usage patterns were (? Incomplete sentence/thought)
   b. Retrofitted lights
   c. Reduced number of ballasts needed
   d. One ballast (?)
   e. Implemented building management system – computerized
   f. (?) calculated
   g. How much energy saved over a 12 year period

Old Energy Policy

1. Turn it on when using it; turn it off when you are not using it
2. 75 degrees (what is this for?)

CH11 & EKH 115

3 Areas of Exception

1. Library now 74 degrees with 50% humidity
2. IT computer classroom now 70 degrees with 50% humidity
3. Science areas now 70 degrees all the time for integrity of microscope slide
UCB – has separate computer control

SLC – Sep (? What is this?)

Main campus – Doe Jehnsen controls – has to do physical readings

New A/C contract requires A/C vendor to check and adjust on daily basis

All thermostats – 76 degrees

DBED UCB and computer center January 13 and 14 (? What is this?)